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r_ DR . MC GEE : A qualified yes . If it 7s designed 

right, I think it can be an important step . 

DR . SZYMPNSKT : Yes . 

DR . QUINN : Yes , with that same qualification . It 

has got to be designed right, and Z: think data that was 

presented from one of the manufacturers was in that right 

direction . So, yes . 

DR . FINNEGAN : Yes . 

DR. . CR.YER : Yes . 

DR . BALLUW : Yes . 

DR . KI7EHNERT o Yes . 

DR . MANNO ; Yes . 

DR . QU1ROL0 : Yes . 

DR . WHITTAKER o Yes . 

MS . BAKER : Yes . 

DR . DAVIS : YES . 

DR . DOPPELT : Yes . 

BR . KLEIN : z believe that will give you the 

scientific data that you want the answer . T would say yes . 

DR . ALLEN ; Yes, with some qualifications, as 

have been explicated in the discussion . 

MS . JEHN : Dr . Katz, do you have an opinion? 

DR . ICATZo Yes . I have an opinion, and it is 

yes . 

MR . JEHN : A unanimous yes . 
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forget it, it' s just that one thing . 

MR . JEHN ; 12 yes, two no ; and two abstentions . 

DR . ALLEN : Thank you . Any other comments that 

anybody wants to make, thank you. a11, we're adjourned for 

the day . And we reconvene a t -- 

DR . EPSTEIN : I'm sorrv but we have to hear the 

result of voting -- 

MR . JEHN : 12 yeas, two no, twc abstentions . 

DR . ALLEN : We reconvene at 8 :30 tomorrow, is 

that correct? 8 :30, okay, thank you all . 

[Whereupon at 6 :00 p,m . the meeting was 

adjourned .] 
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